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.AEST'RACT

Low cycle fatigue of Al-4.5wt.YoCu polycrystalline alloy was studied. Six different sets of
specimens were heat treated at different times andTor temperatures to investigate the effect
of tempering, grain size, and aging on the fatigue properties of polycrystalline At- 45wt.%
cu alloy. strain-controlled low cycle fatigue testing with a strain rate of l0E-04 sec-, was
conducted at room temperature. The fatþe response of the alloy was evaluated
microscopically in terms of appearance of cyclic slip bands, and macroscopically in terms
of cyclic stress strain response.

The effect of tempering was studied using, two sets subjected to O-temper heat treatment,
and another four sets subjected to T6-temper heat treatment. It was found that the cyclic
stress strain response of 0-tempered Al- 4.5\ /t. Yo cu alloy exhibited an increase in
saturation stress with plastic strain, and also exhibited precipitate free zones (pFZ,s) in the
microstructure' on the other hand, the cyclic stress strain response of T6- tempered Al-
4'5wt'YoCu alloy exhibited a definite plateau region where the saturation stress remained
constant with plastic strain' PFZ's were obseryed in the O-tempered alloy; however, they
were not observed on T6-tempered alloy. Slip bands and pSB's were observed extendine
across the grain at 45" orientations from the grain boundary in the T6_temper.

The effect of grain size in T6-tempered A1-4.5wt.Yocu alloy was investigated using two
different heat treatment. In addition, the eft'ect of second phase also investigated using two
different aging times. It was found that the smaller the grain size the lower the saturation
stress and the larger the grain size the higher the saturation stress. It was also found that
second phase ofone day aged has higher saturation stress than second phase ofthree days
aged.
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Chapfer X.

ENTR.OÐUCTTTN

Failures that occur in machinery parts are mostly fatigue failures. lVhen a structure or

component is subjected to many applications of the same load, fracture occurs at much

lower stresses than would be required for failure in a tensile test. The failure of a member

or component such as in an aircraft under alternating stresses is the only final disastrous

stage of a complex sequence of events as shown in Figure (1.1).

In general, the fatigue process can be divided in two stages; cyclic deformation and fatigue

damage; the later stage received the most attention and is well understood, whereas the first

stage, where most fatigue problems in different types of structures especially aircraft, has

received less attention and therefore is stiil unclear [g, 16].

There is no class of machine or structure other than aircraft for which fatigue is more of a

critical concern. The consequence of failure of a primary load-carrying component in an

airframe or engine is usually catastrophic, often resulting in loss of life as well as the

hardware and possible damage to ground struÇtures, unlike static loading.

The interest in low cycle fatigue testing stems directly from the need for information of

metals and their alloys when subjected to relatively few cycles of controlled cyclic strain,

especially, where the interest is to develop mechanisms for explaining how microstructures

and atomic effects can lead to the observed deformation and fracture cha¡acteristics, and to

acquire quantitative information to predict the life of engineering
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Figure 1. 1: The sçquence of processes during fatigue of metallic materials [8]
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components subjected to a cyclic history similar to that produced in the laboratory. The

latter has become the principal driving force for the development of low cycle fatigue

studies. In such case, the fatigue stress is completely dominated by cyclic plastic

deformation that causes irreversible changes in the material microstructure.

For many decades it was a mystery as to why the stress level of the fatigue limit often

occurs not only below the rupture but also even below the yield stress. Many research

groups have started to establish low cycle fatigue tests to diagnose the early stage of cyclic

deformation response and the evaluation of the role of dislocations behavior, including the

role of microstructure in controlling cyclic stress strain response. In the last two decades

there have been a number of studies on the low cycle fatigue of single crystals to

understand cyclic response and corresponding mechanisms mostly on pure metals such as

copper, aluminum, and alloys such as At-Cu alloy. Many research groups conclude that the

cyclic stress strain curves (CSSC) of low cycle fatigue of single crystals are well

conceptualized and consist of three regions 14, 12, T3, 321. Region d where saturation

stress and plastic deformation is considered safe. Region B, called plateau region, were

plastic deformation occur without increase in the saturation stress and Region C, were

plastic deformation increases as saturation stress increases. However, research groups have

conflicts in their conclusion of whether CSSC of polycrystals show a plateau or quasi

plateau in region B.



In single crystal material the slip system is different for each region. In region d primary

dislocations carry out plastic deformation. In region B, plastic deformation is carried out by

persistent slip bands (PSB) and in region C, plastic deformation is carried out by secondarv

slip.

The cyclic stress strain curve (CSSC) for polycrystal materials is less understood. In this

current investigation, the CSSC for A1-4.5wt.YoCu alloy is obtained and the mechanisms of
low cycle fatigue in this alloy are developed.



Chapúen 2

K,[TE,R.ATUR.Ð R.E VXE\ry

2.0 TNT'R.OÐUCT'ION

In this chapter, a literature review of the current state of the art of low cycle fatigue is

presented. Cyclic deformation of Al-4.5wt.%oCu alloy as well as single crystals and

polycrystals of FCC metals is discussed compared are made in terms of CSSC and

microstructures.

2.1 CVCI IC IIEFORM,åTION OF FCC METAI S,{NÐ THÐIR .4r,L0ys OF'

SNNGT,E CRVST.AT,S

Cyclic stress strain (CSS) response is a fundamental material property that is useful for

understanding fatigue fracture and as a phenomenon worth consideration in designing

against fatigue. Many attempts have been made to understand the mechanism of this

response and single crystal-phase materials have led to a better understanding of cyclic

deformation, persistent slip bands (PSBs) and the fatigue limit. The CSSC and the

associated PSB behaviour of copper single crystal oriented for single slip have been

investigated by Winter [1] and by Finney and Laird [2]. Hans [3] completed the low

strain section of the CSSC and showed it to be divided into three regions. A prominent

feature is that in the intermediate region, the CSSC exhibits an extended plateau where

the saturation flow stress of 95 MPa is strain independent as shown in Figure (2.1). The

onset of this plateau is associated with the formation of FSBs in thin lamellel parallel to

the primary slip [40, 41,42,48]. In CSSC for the Al-Cu alloy single crystal containing



0 " precipitates, it was found the saturation or peak shear stress is a function of plastic

shear strain amplitude, as shown in Figure Q.I) 1521. when the cssc exhibited the three

regions, namely (regions ,\ B, C) it is named a tri-regional CSSC. Region A forms at low

strain as stress increased with strain. Region B forms at constant safuration stress while

strain increased. Region C occurs at high strain, as stress increases with strain. In the

intermediate region, the plateau behaviour is broadly similar to that of pure metal single

crystal of similar crystal structure, e.g. copper, nickel and silver [a]. The plateau was

observed to be sligttrly shorter in nickel than that in copper. Recently a study of the CSSC

response for copper polycrystals subjected to load cycling was conducted [5] the CSSC

showed the cyclic flow stress falls below that of similar specimens that have been

cyclicly strained in the plateau region. In addition, the failure mechanisms of such

polycrystals wefe quite different. The explanation [5] for this is that, in strain control,

there is a higher cyclic latent hardening due to the formation of loop patches which

causes the slip activity to be heavily concentrated in the primary system of a given grain.

For aluminum alloys, such as N 2024 single crystal, there exists a plateau region in

CSSC' Horvever, very little information is available on the fatigue behavior of the age

hardened single crystal material especially for Al 2024. The structure of N za24

polycrystalline alloy, treated to contain 0" precipitates and cycled to fracture at high

strains [1] and [6]. No study has been reported for low strains clearly identified and

measured [7]. Since it is easier to understand the mechanismes of cyclic deformation for

single crystals than for polycrystals, an idealized model of tri regional CSSC for single

crystals is used as shown in Figure(2 .2) t5\.





In Region A, as the saturation stress increase the plastic strain amplitude increase and

obtained homogeneous deformation. In this region the dislocation form elongated edge

dislocations dipole loop patches as shown in Figure (2.3-a). These loop patches cluster

into dense bundles called "Veins" as the plastic strain increases. These veins are

separated by dislocation deficient channels that are oriented parallel to the veins. At the

end of region d there is a transition point which exists between regions A and B. At this

point, critical threshold stress occurs and hence the stress strain fatigue limit of the

material is determined. At this transition point the vein structure in the matrix becomes

unstable (i.e vein will not be able to take more strain) and starts to change its structure to

fine lamellae of PSBs and become parallel to the primary slip plane as shown in Figure

(2.3-b). In region B, the plateau region, plastic deformation occurs without any increase

in the saturation stress, and persistent slip bands (PSBÐ begin to form. These bands are

localized slip bands where the plastic deformation is higher than the average deformation

of the crystal. As the plastic strain amplitude increases, the volume fraction of the pSBs

increases starting from 0 Yo atthe very beginning of region B, up to about IOO% at the

end of region B. In this region, as the plastic strain amplitude increases the stress required

for localized deformation of the soft PSBs remain constant and the saturation stress is

reached. At the very beginning of region B, the matrix consists of a vein structure and

leads to occurence of a single slip, whereas, at the end of region B, secondary slip occurs

which leads to the formation of dipolar cell wall structure as shown in Figure (2.3-c). In

region C, where plastic strain amplitude is higher than in region B, it was found that there

was no more FSBs formed as the plastic strain amplitude increases.





As a result, structural changes are required to hold the increase in plastic strain amplitude.

In this region, PSBs formed like dense dipolar walls dislocation structures as shown in

Figure (2.3-d). Secondary slip systems are enhanced to contribute to the overall

homogeneous plastic deformation with no slip localization.

While fatigue behavior of single crystal materials is well understood. Fatigue of

polycrystalline materials is not as well understood. Most of the researchers agreethatthe

plateau region in the CSSC is a direct result of PSBs formation and the saturation stress

in this region is the stress carried out by FSBs.

In the case of monocrystals, the formation of FSBs is a bulk phenomenon that produce

the cyclic softening prior to saturation, whereas in the case of polycrystalline the pSBs

basically act as stress reliever to adjacent grains and then play a minor role in the plateau

formation [3, 8, 9, 10,71,12f.

2.2 CVCI'XC IIEFORMAT{OAI OF'FCC MET.{LS,4NI} THEIR .{LLOYS OF

POT,YCRVST,A.T.S

Although, the CSSC for polycrystalline materials is similar to that of single crystal

materials especially in regions A and C, there is a controversy in region B on whether the

region exhibits plateau or quasi plateau in polycrystalline materials. Recently Bassim et

al [13] showed that polycrystalline copper has a quasi plateau instead of a plateau in

region B, which was observed by Kuokkala [55] who studied cyclic polycrystalline

copper with grain size of 2 mm. Other recent work by Bassim et al found that pure

aluminum AI 1100 and nickel exhibit behavior similar to copper [35]

10



In pure aluminum [35], it was reported that vacancies precipitations as a disc which then

collapse to give dislocation loops as predicted by Kuhlman-Wilsdorf [37]. In aluminum

alloys, more complicated forms of precipitations may occur f37,3g,39]. In early 19g0s,

cyclic loading of Al 2024 polycrystal was studied systematically [], 2,4f. Experimental

data shows that the CSSC response generally depends on the grain size. Lianes and Laird

[14] summanzed the results on CSSC for copper of different grain sizes and found that

the saturation stress amplitude decreases with decreasing grain size. It was concluded that

each grain in polycrystalline material has its own stress strain behavior.

The stress strain response of the bulk is not easy to study over all the grains [4]. It was

reported that the grains do not deform independently [20, 2L, 22, Z3]. Compatibility

requirements lead to secondary slip in the vicinity of the grain and equilibrium

requirements lead to internal stress field with a characteristic range for the grain size 124,

25,26,27,281. The degree of the grain size dependence of the stress strain response is a

good measure of the interaction effects among the grains. In static loading the flow stress

or yield strength must be higher as grain size becomes smaller.

2'3 c@MFARrsroN tsETwEEN sxa[Gr.E cRVsTAr,s .q.NÐ por,Y'cRVST',A.[,s

In polycrystalline materials, grains deform independently from each other, so each grain

has its own stress strain behavior. Therefore stress strain response of polycrystals is not

the simple "avetage" over all grains. Furthermore, the equilibrium requirements between

grains result in the eústence of a residual stress field within the grains. In polycrystalline
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materials the textures favoring multi-slip orientations have a large effect on the behavior

of polycrystals than that in single crystals.

Kettunen and Tiainen [9] reported that a plateau region in pure copper was observed in

CSSC for single crystals and polycrystals. Rasmussen and Pedersen [10] reported that the

CSSC for polycrystals exhibited a plateau region. Mughrabi and Wang [11] reported that

CSSC in strain controlled fatigue testing for FCC polycrystals does not exhibit a plateau

region. However, in case of single crystals, it exhibits a plateau region as shown in Figure

Q.\. On the other hand, Bhat and Laird [12] found that the occurrence of a plateau could

be at least be as general for polycrystal materials as it appears to be for single crystals of

different metals and alloys.

Liu and Bassim [13] performed push-pull test on polycrystalline copper and found that

the CSSC exhibits a quasi plateau where slight constant increase in stress. Also, Figueroa

and Bhat [15] did not find a true plateau under constant strain control test in copper.

They, however, observed a plateau in constant stress testing under cyclic loading. Also

Mugharabi [54] observed plateau in polycrystal copper as shown in Figure (2.5).

2.4 PERSIST'ENT SLrp BAF{DS (pSEs)

PSBs developed during cyclic loading and the presence of PSBs leads to the formation of

plateau region. The observation of the occurrence of PSBs may lead to the prediction of

fatigue life. It is established that the fatigue failure at low amplitude of stress or strain

arises from the growth of micro cracks nucleated in FSBs sur ces [13, 15].
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The PSBs originates during fatigue testing, when grains with the 'softest' orientation for

plastic deformation formed intense bands, which "persisted" when a thin layer of the

surface is removed by electropolishing. Liu and Bassim [13] define pSBs on the

polycrystals as short and straight thin lines that are found to be restricted within the

grains and cover a very small area. Mughrabi [4, 18] defines PSBs as higtrly localized

soft thin lamellae of high slip activity located parallel to the primary slip plane.

2.5 T}TSE,OC.4.T[ON STR.UCTUR.ES OF M,&TRffi.A.NiT} FStsS

Both the matrix and the PSBs can be observed as a composite consisting of hard

dislocation rich component (matrix) and soft dislocation poor component (FSBs). FSBs

consist of low dislocation density cha¡nels separated uniforunly by walls of edge

dislocations forming a ladder like structure, which cover smaller volume fraction. Vlhere

as the matrix consists of clustered bundles of veins separated by dislocation deficient

channels as shown in Figure (2.6).

2. 6 T}TSLOC.{T'TOAI ARR.{NGEMENTS TN S.4T{IR,{T'[TN

The dislocation structure of the PSB is significantly different from that of the matrix with

it is loop patch. It has been found that FSB consists of a clear channel intemrpted by

rather thin but dense edges of dislocations uniformly separated by approximately 1.5 ¡rm

[18, 40]. The dislocation distributions in the matrix and in the PSBs are shown in Figure

(2.6)- The edge dislocation dipole loops form the dense veins in the matrix. Whereas. in

the PSBs, they form the wall or ladder structure.
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Since the edge dislocation has high densities, the veins and the walls are much harder

than "channels" between veins and walls screw dislocations formed which have lower

densities. Since the volume fraction occupied by the hard walls in the FSBs is much

smaller than that occupied by the hard veins in the matrix, PSBs are relatively soft with

respect to the matrix. As a result, PSBs act like a soft layer sandwiched within a harder

matrix fI7,36,58, 59]. The dislocation arrangement in the PSBs is characterizedby the

following differences, which reflect the much larger strain localized in the pSBs with

respect to that of the matrix [18]; the dense dislocation arrays occupy a smaller volume

fraction, the density of free mobile screw dislocations is higher, many short curved edge

dislocation segments bowing out of the wall of the PSBs structure indicate the existence

of long-range internal stresses at these sites whereas there is no such evidence of internal

stresses in the matrix.
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2.7 SCOPE AND Ots.rECTTVES

Low cycle fatigue behavior of single crystals of FCC materials is well understood. The

general conclusion is that the CSSC of LCF of single crystals for FCC materials exhibits

three regions (regions d B, and C), and region B is called the plateau region, as shown in

Figure (2.2). The main question is whether or not there is a plateau in the CSSC of

polycrystals FCC materials such as aluminum alloys.

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the tempering effect, grain size effect as

well as the precipitations effect on the cyclic plastic deformation of polycrystalline Al-

4.5wt.YoCu alloy and then address the evolution of dislocation structures associated with

such cyclic deformation.
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Chapfen 3

EXPE R.EESENT'Ag, PR.TCE &UR.Ð

3.0 NNTR.TTX]CT'{ON

The material used for the current study is an aluminium-copper alloy belonging to the

2;cr;r' series. The composition of this alloy is (4.5%Cu-1.7%Mg-0.Byogn-0.3yoZn-

0.lYoCr-0.5%Si-0-5%Fe). Al-4.5wt.YoCu alloy rod stock was machined into cylindrical

fatigue specimens. In order to obtain the desired grain size, many different heat

treatments were carried out on the samples. LCF was conducted using a servo-hydraulic

testing machine under constant frequency for the first two sets and under constant strain

amplitude for the second four sets, with a variety of strain amplitudes with a constant low
strain rate. Specimens were cyclically saturated then sectioned longitudinally along the

gauge lengfh after cutting off both shoulders for microscopic examination and analysis.

In this chapter we will discuss in more detail the experimental design as shown in Fþre
(3'l). The process used in this study carefully followed the methods used by Bassim and

Liu [13,17,347 in their study of low cycle fatigue of polycrystalline copper.

3. n OPTICAI, .AND SCAF[F[{F[G ELECTR.@I{ MICR OSCOPV SPECIMENS
PREP,A'R.AT'TON

In order to reveal the microstructure of the specimen under the optical microscope and

the scanning electron microscope (SEM), the sample must be carefully prepared. To
produce a sample which reveals the microstructure in details as shown in Figure (3.2) the
following procedure must be performed

ø Sectioning

ø Specimen mounting

ø Grinding and polishing

ø Etching

18



As received Poly-crystal AL-4.5wt. %Cu alloy

Pre-Specimen Preparation

Pre & Post-Heat-treatment

Grain Size Effect

Low Cycle Fatigue Testing (LCF)

Cyclic Stress Strain Curve (CSSC)

Figure 3. 1 : Flow chart of experimental design
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3.1.1 Sectioning

A rod of N2024 with dimensions 3657.6 mm long x 12 7 mm diameter was obtained in
the as received state T6-temper. From this rod, we started off by creating many small

samples with dimensions about 2mm thickness x 12.7 mm diameter by cutting the

material with a spark cutter. The sectioned samples \¡/ere subjected to various heat

treatment schemes.

3.1.2 Specirnen Mo¡¡ntimg

The main purpose for mounting the metallographic specimens is that the specimen is
much easier to handle during further steps of metallographic preparation. The specimens

were mounted in thermosetting Bakelite resin in a 31.75 mm round compression mould
using approximately l0 cc of Bakelite as the surrounding medium. The molding tools
consist of a hollow hardened steel cylinder, base plug, plunger, and aheatingelement.
The specimen is placed on the base plug, which is inserted into one end ofthe cylinder.

The cylinder is then partially filled with Bakelite, and the plunger is inserted into the
open end of the cylinder. A cylindrical heater is placed around the mould assembly. A
prescribed pressure is maintained on the assembly as if is heated to around 135"C. This
pressure and temperature is maintained for 10 minutes whereupon the sample is cooled
using cold blocks for approximately 5 minutes, followed by releasing the pressure and
ejecting the specimen from the assembly. Since we are dealing with Al-Cu alloy this
temperature does not affect the microstructure of the specimens.

20



3.tr.3 Speci¡r¡en Gri¡rdirng arad FoXishing

Grinding the samples was accomplished by using a simple hand grinding technique

where a series of finer silicon carbide (SiC) abrasive sheets are set up (i e. Z30,3ZO,4OO,

600 grit). The sheets are constantly flushed with water so that the surface removal

products are flushed away and are not embedded in the specimen surface. The wet
grinding technique also helps reduce frictional heat that may affect the microstructure on

the surface of the specimen. Once the specimen has been ground to 600 grit papers; a

final polishing procedure is performed to produce a scratch-free, mirror like finish. This

is accomplished by mechanical polishing using cloth covered lap wheels with suitable

abrasives. For the samples, their polishing wheels were used. The first wheel contains

6pm diamond paste, while the second wheel contains l¡rm diamond paste and the third

wheel contains aluminium oxides as shown in Figure (3.2) t501.
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3.n.4 Etching

Once the samples are polished, metallographic etching is used to reveal the

microstructure. For most specimens etching reveal porosity, cracks, inclusions, grain

boundaries, and the presence of a second phase. This process requires tedious and

repetitive work. After using chemical etchant solutions and electrochemical etching

solutions listed in table (3.1) Sodium Hydroxide (f{aOH) proved to be the most effective

in this study.

Table 3 . I : Summary of chemical composition of etchants used in this study I l6]

al )l

I 1 g NaOH + tOO rtl HrO mix and stir. at RT Very clear
2 2 rnl I{F+3 rnl HCL + 5 rnl HNO. Not clear
a
J 2 ml Ftr + 3 rnl HCI + 5 rnl HNO3 + 190 rnl HrO Not clear
4 75 nt, F{zO + 25 mI FIF Boil. & Stir. + Powder Molvbdic acid till saturate. Not clear
) 50 ntl HzO + 15 rnl Itr' + 25 mlHNO3 + 10 rnl Conc. Variable ( Keller's) Not clear
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3.2 TR,&IVSMTSSTON ET,ECTR.ON MTCR.OSCOPY SPECM4EN PRÐPAR,ATTON

TEM sample preparation is a state of art procedure, which is generally difficult and time

consuming. There is no such a standard procedure that can be followed to obtain the best

TEM sample. There are two methods for sample preparations carbon extraction replica

and thin metal foils. However, thin metal foils were used for this studv.

3.2.n T'hín &{etal Foils

Thin metal foils are only representative of the bulk structure. Disc specimens (3mm in

diameter to fit the standard microscope specimen holder) are obtained from a larger sheet

using a solid punch with a concave end. A jet electrolytic technique was used in
preparing the thin metal discs. The main components of this technique are a specimen

holder, an electrolyte cell and a jet polisher. All the thin foils were prepared by

electropolishing in a25Yo nitric acid and75%o methanol solution cooled to -2}"C,with an

applied potential of 17V.

3"3 GR.A{T{ SYT,W, MEAS{IRÐMENT

^ 
LEITZ image analyzer system was used to measure grain size. It consists of a

microscope connected to a computer as shown in Figure (3.3). The grain sizes were

calculated using MANGRIN.INT program, which utilized the intercept method. This was

done to ensure the most accurate results. The calculated standard deviations also helped

decide to choose the heat treatments as shown in table (3.2)
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C

D
M
N
X

500 oC +3 Fks.+ iwq + 190'C +24Hrs
500 "C +24Hrs.+ iwq > 190 "C +24Lilj.s

Y

400 "c +3 Fks.+AC

500 oC +3 Fks.Ð iwq > 190 "C +24Hrs

400 "C + 3 Hrs. +FC

500 "C *3 Hrs.:+ iwq + 190 "C +72lFrrs

Table 3.2: summary of heat treatments, average grain size, and hardness values

64.00

HRBi

65 .00

89

150.00

.00

92.00

HV, 
.

Diamond
Pyr. 50Kg

24

89.00

.00

24 .00

81 .00

70 00

81 .00

72.00

68 .00

72 .00

151

125.00

00

151.00

60 00

120.00

60.00

r42.00
113.00

142.00

108.00
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3.4 SPECTMEN GETMETRV

Fatigue specimens were made in the shape shown in Figure (3.a). This form is a fatigue

specimen according to ASTM E466 specifications [30].

In order to make specimens, the first step was to cut out bars 18cm in lengfh from the Al

2024 rod. The bars were then placed in a lathe and desired dimensions as in Figure (3.a)

were machined out.

To ensure symmetry in the bar, instead of using the clamp on the lathe, centre drills were

made to hold the bar in place, and a spin dog was used to spin the specimen, since the

clamp would have damaged the threads on some of specimens. A threading tool was used

to make the gauge length and the radii between the gauge length and both shoulders of
the specimen.

Other machines were also employed for making the fatigue specimens. .4, bench grinder

was used to "touch up" any mistakes or to grind off excess material. The bench grinder

was also used to create the cutting tools (or lathe running tools) out of tool steel; another

device used was a manual-threading tool. Since threads could not be corrected once

removed from the lathe, the manual cutting tool was used to correct any threads not cut to

specification. The manual threading tool was also used to remove excess oxidation from

the threads after heat treatment. After the desired shape was carried out, specimens were

to sanded down and polished during fatigue testing.

The sanding and polishing were accomplished by spinning the specimen in the lathe and

running a piece of 1200 grit sand paper across, then afterwards another piece of 1200 grit

sand paper was lightly rubbed lengthwise along the gauge length of each specimen. This

was to ensure that if any scratches or grooves remained, they would run lengthwise along

the gauge length and not act as stress risers.
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Figure 3.4: Fatigle specimen according to ASTM 8466 specifrcation [30]
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3.5 HE,4T'.TR,EATMENT

Heat treatment was used to achieve different grain sizes. Firstly we needed to determine

what heattreatment would produce what grain sizes as described in section (3.1.1). We

started off by making many small faced samples from the N 2024 bar as described in

section 3.1.1. These samples were then all subjected to different heat treatments. The

samples were then mounted, polished, and their grain sizes were measured with the

image analyzer. From all the grain sizes collected, we then had to pick which ones to use.

Specimens were heat treated in sets of approximately 15 each. The total sets were six sets

C, D, M, N, X, and Y. All the specimens in a set were heat treated at the same time in the

same furnace to ensure consistency. Set C and D were annealed O-temper. Whereas Set

N4 N, X, and Y were age hardened or precipitation hardened, to produce a uniform

dispersion of a fine, hard coherent precipitate in a softer, more ductile matrix. Since the

N'4.5wt.%Cu is an age-hardenable alloy, there are three steps in the age-hardening heat

treatment solution treatment at 500"C, quench in ice water, and then age at 190'C from

one day to three days. Whenever possible, the furnace chamber was also flooded with

argon to prevent oxidation. If too much oxidation did occur, then the specimens were re-

polished in the same manner as if they had just been removed from the lathe as described

in section (3.4). Oxidation had to be removed from the threads so that specimens could be

mounted into the fatigue machine (and occasionally, a tap had to be used to clean out the

mounting threads on the Instron fatigue machine). Oxidation along the gauge length had

to be removed so as not to disturb the test results.
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amplitudes in the range of 108-03 to 10E-05 mm. This range was necessary for

performing strain controlled low cycle fatigue tests. The servo-hydraulic test unit applies

a load with a hydraulic actuator while the oil flow to the actuator is controlled by a

computer-controlled servo-hydraulic. The specimen is mounted on the test unit between

the actuator @ottom side) and the load cell (Topside) by screwing into the test fixture.

After mounting the specimens on the Instron 1332 testing unit, these specimens were

subjected to cyclic loading. Each specimen \¡/as bolted up to the upper fixture first and the

hydraulic actuator was moved upwards until the lower end of the of the test fixture can be

hand tightened to the actuator. In order to tighten the lower bolts further, a pre load is

applied on the specimens, and the control unit is set to a load of zero. The Instron 1332

testing unit with the specimen mounted is shown in Figure (3.8), which is a block

diagram of the Instron 1332 test and, 8500 Programmable controls. The Instron 8500

Programmable control unit is used to set up all the testing parameters, which are firrther

discussed in the following sections. In addition, the Instron 8500 Programmable control

unit receives data from the displacement extensometer and from load cell during fatigue

testing. The computer based on the prografilmed test parameters then processes this data,

feedback is sent back to the servo valve to control the hydraulic actuator. This data is also

sent back to an X-Y analog chart plotter which generates the stress-strain hystersis loops

formed which the saturated stress and plastic strain can be determined as described next

chapter section (4.3).

An extensometer connected to the testing specimen was used for the measurement of the

strain amplitudes. This device has a maximum deflection of I mm and in adjustable

gauge length, which was 18 mm, and set in the programmable control unit to increase the

resolution of the strain controlled testing. On the chart plotter, the strain amplitude was

plotted in x-direction, while the load amplitude was in y-direction within a plotting area

of 38 cm by 25 cm. The range of sensitivity of the plotter was adjusted for each test.
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3.6.2 Testing Fa.ocedure

In the beginning of the test, the specimen must be bolted into the fixture of the seryo-

hydraulic using machine with an Allen key. The specimen is firstly bolted into the upper
fixture, and the hydraulic actuator is moved upwards until the lower end of the test fixture
can be hand tightened to the actuator. The control system set to zero to permit the lower
bolt to be tightened further with out creating a pre-stress on the specimen.

Once the specimen has been mounted into the test fixture, the extensometer is attached to
the gauge length of the specimen using elastic bands. Extreme care must be taken while
installing the extensometer. Since it is necessary for the computer control system to zero
the displacement gauge. Once the test parameter was set up, the fatigue testing was
initiated, under a symmetric push-pull at room temperature. Each set of specimens with
the same grain size was cyclically deformed at contact total strain amplitudes ranglng
between 0 002mm and 0.105mm. AII specimens were tested at constant strain rate of lE-
04. The saturation stress amplitude (Åosi2) and the plastic strain amplitude (F-pr/2) were
determined directly from the hysteresis loop.

The saturation stress and plastic strain amplitude results for Al-4 5wt .yoCu alloy are

summarized in a table for each set. After being tested to failure, specimens were cut
firstly from both shoulders, the gauge lengths were cut longitudinally using a spark cutter
to reduce the amount of deformation and to minimize deformation that may produced

during cutting (minimize surface deformation), so that the morphology that was created

during the fatigue test does not change. After the gauge length were sectioned, and repeat

the same procedures as in section3.2. The etchant chosen was 1g NaoH +100 ml water.
The sample was immersed in fresh (t'{aOÐ for 20 to 40 seconds followed by flush \ /arrn

tap water for few seconds.
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Alcohol was used for final wash and dry. This appears very effective to procedure to be

able to measure the grain size clearly.

The optical microscope shown in Figure (3.3) was used to examine whether the etching

would reveal clear microstructure or not. When the microstructure was not revealed, the

process was repeated. If the sample was successfully etched then a more detailed

investigation would take place using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) type JEOL

JSM-5900LV as shown in Figure (3.9), to investigate the morphology of the slip bands

and other features related to this study. Images were taken for each set with different

magnification, voltage, spot size, and work distance in order to find any evidence of

persistent slip bands or features that may help us to understand the mechanisms of

fatigue. Further analysis was also performed using a transmission electron microscope

(TEM) type JEOL JEM-2000FX. as shown in Figure (3.10),
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Chapten'4

E XPE,R.XMEINT'AE, R.Ð SEJT,T'S

4.0 TT{TR.OÞUCTTON

In this chapter, the experimental results are presented for the fatigued specimens. Cyclic

stress strain curve (CSSC) for each set and the corresponding microstructures were shown.

Set C and D were used to study the effect of cooling rate on cyclic deformation both sets

are O-temper, while set M and N were used to study the effect of grain size. Set X and y

were used to study the effect of second phase. Sets M, N, x, and y are T6-temper.

Comparison between O-Temper and T6-Temper and analysis of tested material by X-rav

and EDS is aiso presented.

4.1 HVST'ERTSTS LOOP

From the fatigue testing and the corresponding cyclic stress strain response, it was observed

that all sets C, D, M N, X and Y exhibit two main transient cyclic deformation behaviors:

cyclic hardening, and cyclic stability, which is consistent with earlier studies by Figueroa et

al and Bassim et al [15, 54]. These results, described previously byLaird [45] on the same

alloy, also agreed by Horibie et al 132,33], where pronounced softening before saturation

was first observed by Neumanan [6]. Figure (4.1) shows a typical stress strain hysteresis

loop. The stress strain hysteresis loops were generated during fatigue perficrmed on the

tested specimens for all sets (c, D, M, N, x, and y). These loops were then used to

determine the plastic strain amplitude and the saturation stress.
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It was observed that the shape of a hystersis loop at saturation depends on plastic strain

amplitude. As the strain amplitude increases, the shape of the hystersis loop becomes a

wider loop rather than a narrow loop, which is in agreement with studies performed by

Federsen and Rasmu ssen 122, 231

4.2 S.A.MPT,E C.{T,C{IT,ATTOT{

In order to obtain the saturation stress and plastic strain amplitude values, the following

procedure was used, as demonstrated on data from specimen number I from set C

(Cr) as follows:

1. From specimen Cr the parameters were used as sample calculation as shown in Table

4.3. The Y-axis (height) of the hysteresis loop represents the applied load, which is used

to calculate the saturation stress. The X-axis of the loop consists of the total strain,

which is composed of both elastic and plastic strains as shown in Figure (4.1).

2. The following calibration and sensitivity values range were used

X 2mv -20v 0.01 mm
Y Zmv -20 v 1000 Ke

Table 4.1: Calibration and sensitivity values ranqe
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The sensitivity values depend directly on the controlled amplitude values, which are the

values entered in the control unit. This indicates that for different amplitude values the

X and Y sensitivity of the chart plotter should be changed to obtain an acceptable hysterisis

loop.

3. Once acceptable loops were obtained, the height and the width were measured and used

to calculate the required stress and strain values.

Total Strain,Arnptifude (Ae)

236 mm (500 mv,zI00 mm) (1.0 v,4000 mv) (0.01 rnm,zI.0v) (L/Is mm) : 6.608-041

Flastic St¡'ain .4.mpliúude (Âepr)

162 mm (500 mv,zI00 mm) (1.0 v,4000 mv) (0.01 mm,4.0 v) (LztB mm) : 4.508-04

SaÉunatio¡l Stness (Âo)

205.2 mm (500 mV,zI0| mm) (1.0 V/I.0 mV) (1000 Kg,zI.0 V) (0.5) : 513 Kg

F: mg: (sI3 Kg) (9.s1 mZl) : 5032.53 N

A: (n,24.0) dt : (n/a.e þ.5 x 10-03 m) 2 : 3.32 x I0-0s m2

Lo : (F/A) : 5032.53 / 3.s2 x I0'05 : I5I.28Mpa
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4.3 PÛT,YCRV S T.AL &-TEMFER A[-4. s\ry T .VICW AÏ,LOV

In this section the effect of O-temper on low cycle fatigue was examined. There are two

sets of specimens, C and D, which were tested. Set C was air-cooled and set D was furnace

cooled.

4.3. I O-Ternper F atigued Specírnem Calc¿¡la'fio¡rs

Calculations of specimens of each set were determined using the method in section (4.1).

Set C and set D heat-treated at 400 "C for 3 hrs set C was air-cooled and set D was furnace

cooled. Set C tested with plastic strain îange from 1 81E-05 to 3.68E-02 and average

hardness measured 72I:\r and average grain size of 64 ¡tm whereas set D was tested with

plastic strain range from 1.118-05 Lo 6.258-02 up to saturation with constant frequency

0.025 Hz for both sets with average hardness value 70 IfV and with average grain size 70

pm. However, there were some differences from microstructure observations. Tables (4.2)

and (4.3) show summary of specimens calculations of sets C and D respectively.
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Table 4.2: Summary of o-Temper specimens calculations of set D.
H.T: 400 oC +3 Fks. + FC

G.S: 70 pm
HV: 70
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9.81

3.328-05

9
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.8i

1.00E+06

9.81

3.328-05

1.00E+06

o

3.328-05

.81

1.008+06

3.328-05

1.008+06

3.328-0s

1.008+06

3.32E-0s
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1.008+06
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1.00E+06
1.008+06
1.008+06
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l.l lE-Os

1.00E+06
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2.788-04
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3.61E-03
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4"3.2 O-Tennpen Cyclic Stness Stnain Cunve (ASSA)

The cyclic stress strain curyes of At-4.5wt.YoCu alloy O-temper polycrystals of set C and D

with grain size of 64 ¡tm and 70 Lrm are shown in Figure (4.2). It is observed that these

CSSC show no evidence of plateau or tri-region behavior curve at any plastic strain

amplitude' Set C air-cooled exhibits higher saturation stress than set D furnace cooled.

4.3.3 @-Temnper Micnostructune Ohservations

Microstructural observations for both sets C and D were conducted on fatigued specimens

to examine the microstructural changes due to push-pull fatigue testing. Optical microscopy

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on both cross section of the tested specimen as

well as longitudinal section were used for the observations. Figures (4.3-a, b) are optical

micrograph of cross section and longitudinal section for specimens cr, and c r+, âfld Figures

(4'3-c, d) show SEM image at different plastic strain amplitudes with average grain size 64

¡rm, whereas, specimens Ds, and Ds Figures (4.4-a, b) show optical micrograph of cross

section and longitudinal section and Figures (4.4-c, d) show SEM image with different

plastic strain amplitudes with average grain size 70 pm. Further investigations as in Figure

(4'5) shows the microstructure obtained by thin foil technique using transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) of set specimen Ds, the main conclusion is that for O_temper, there is no

evidence of persistent slip bands at any plastic strain. However, it was precipitates free

zones (FFZ's) adjacent to the grain boundaries that were observed.
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4. 4 T6-TEMPER POLVCRY ST'AT-,4,[-4" sWT .yoCV ^A.ï,LOV

To obtain supersaturated solid solution, the alloy was heated to a single phase stage

followed by quenched. At high temperature solute elements are randomly distributed in the

substitution solid solution, but there are also high vacancy concentrations and these

vacancies may associate with the solute atoms. On quenching, the solid solution becomes

supersaturated with respect to solute elements and with respect to vacancies. Four sets (M,

N, X, and Y) were solid solution heat-treated (T6{emper) as shown in Figure (3.5). Two

sets M and N were used to study the effect of grain size on low cycle fatigue of

polycrystalline Al-4.5wt .YoCu alloy, and the other two sets X and Y were used to study the

effect of second phase on low cycle fatigue of polycrystalline lJ-45wt.yoCu alloy.

4.4.1 EF'F'ECT'TF'GRA.TN SNZE OAI T,OW CYCT,E F'ATTG{JE OF'PGI,VCRVSTAN.

As it was mentioned in a previous section, in order to obtain specimens to study the effect

of grain sizes, two sets, M and N, were prepared with fifteen specimens in each set and two

different solid-solution treatments. Set M was annealed at 500'C for 3 hours followed bv

quench in ice water then aged at 190"C for 24 hours, whereas set N was annealed at 500oC

for 24 hours followed by quench in ice water then aged af 190oC for 24 hours.
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From the CSSC response it was found that Al-4.5wt.o/oCu alloy polycrystals in the

intermediate region display a plateau. It was also found that the smaller grain size has a

lower saturation stress level and that the larger grain size has a higher saturation stress

level, as shown in Figure (4.6).

4.4.1, 
""1, 

T6'T'ernper Specirneres Calcutratio¡ls

As we had mentioned in previous section, two different solid-solution treatments were

performed as described earlier where set M was annealed at 500"C for 3 hours followed by

ice water quench then aged at l90oC for 24 hours, and set N was annealed at 500"C for 24

hours followed by ice water quench then aged at l9}"Cfor 24 hours with grain size 90 pm

and 150 pm with an average grain size 151 HV and T25 HV respectively. CSSC were

generated on 15 specimens for each set with plastic strain range from2.78E-04 to 7.508-02

and frequency range from 0.0072 to 0.02 Hz for set M. For set N, with plastic range from

2.788-04 to 7.648-02 and frequency range from 0.0073 to 0.02 FIz with constant strain rate

of 1.00E-04. As demonstrated in Tables @.4) and (4.5) specimens for both sets were

calculated with the same method as described in section (4.2\.
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M,.
Mr¿

Strain :

**.

Mr.

0.09

M¿

Mq

0.11

M,

0.10

\/I

0.13

Fr.;".v 
,

rszl 
l

5.00E-03

Mi

0 .12

6.10E-03

Ms

0.1'l

5.60E-03

0. l5

M.
Mr^

7.208-03

0.20

Mlz

6.70E-03

0.22

0.0200

q 40F.-0

iouin l

Rate )

0 )1

8.308-03

0.0154

0.24

:

0.0180

l.llE-02

0 .25

Toøl 
,

Strain 

.

0.0138

1.20F-02

0.0150

t.288-02

00E-04

0.0106

1.308-02

00E-04

0.0120

r.408-02

00E-04

0.0090

00E-04

1.46E-03

0.0082

00E-04

0.0078

3.65F-02

00E-04

4.25F-02

0.0075

Time 
'*0.

00E-04

0.0072

4.00E-02

008-04

5.00E-02

13.00

00E44

5.00E-02

r6.00

00E-04

'7.008-02

r6.00

00E-04

Table 4.4: Summary of T6-Temper specimens calculations of set M
H.T: 500 "C + 3 FIrs.= iwq + 190 "C + 24Hrs.

G.S: 90 Pm.
HV: 151

6.008-02

17.00

008-04

0638.60

8.00E-02

I4

1040.30

8.60E-02

.00

06.00

0878.93

8.80E-02

05.00

Ctamtv ,

i'"rc#t 
,

1240.03

9.208-02

05.00

0880.00

0950.04

06.00

0601.33

1040.00

08.00

0416.68

1040.00

07.00

u55).)ô

Area I

t*'j 
l

1020.00

09

0733.51

1000.00

9.81

.00

0999.00

1000.00

9.81

0933.34

1010.00

9.81

1000.00

1250.07

MPa

u

3.32F-05

.81

1050.00

9.81

3.328-05

1000.00

9.81

3.328-05

1200.00

9.81

3.32F-0s

1260.00

9.81

3.328-05

Saturate¿ .

Stress 
,

tfi,fPal 
I

1.00E+06

9.8

3.32E-0s

1.008+06

9.81

I

3.328-05

1.008+06

9

3.32F-05

.81

1.00E+06

9.81

3.32E-05

Plastic ,

Sttain 
.

1.00E+06

3.32F-05

1.00E+06

260.29

3.32E-05

294.6r

1.00E+06

3.32E-0s

294.61

1.00E+06

294:10

1.00E+06

2.788-04

1.008+06

295.78

6.948-03

295.78

1.00E+06

1.188-02

298.74

1.00E+06

t.748-02

295.78

t.67F-02

310.57
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2.788-02

354.94

4.\78-02

372.69

4.03F-02

375,00

s.568-02
6.l iE-02
7.508-02
7.50F-02
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Nt''
N,,
Nr
N'

0.09

Nro

0.il

N:

0 .12

N¿

0.10

Ns

0.13

5.008-03

Ns

6.11E-03

0.01

Nz

0.r7

6.70E-03

N"

5.60E-03

0.20

Nr

0.21

7.20F-03

0.22

5.508-04

0.0200

,o* ]

Rate 
I

0.20

9.40E-03

0.0164

0.23

1.108-02

0.0150

1.208-02

0.0180

t.22F-02

0.0140

1.11E-02

1.00E-04

0.01l9

1.20F-02

1.00E-04

0.0106

1.00E-04

0.0090

1.008-04

0.0084

1.00E-04

r.468-03

0.0082

O;t.t,

1.00E-04

3.65F.-02

0.0018

1.008-04

4.70F-02

0.0073

1.00E-04

4.90F-02

1.00E-04

fm. ì

lsecl 
ì

3.958-02

15.00

1.00E-04

s.40E-02

07.00

1.008-04

6.10E-02

09.00

Table 4.5: Summary of T6-Temper specimens calculations of Set N.
H.T: 500 oC + 24 Hrs.-> iwq = 190 "C + 24Hts.

G.S: 150 ¡rm.
I:N. 125

1.00E-04

7.00F-02

13.00

0750.01

8.00E-02

17.00

0426.84

8.50E-02
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.00
07.00
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Ë

o .81

1140.00

853.678

9.81

I

1200.00

1333.34

9.81

2t79.s8

1200.00

3.31663E-0s

9.81

1240.00

3.316638-05

9.81

MPa

r900.00

9.81

3.3 i663E-05

1220.00

9.81

3.316638-0s

1200.00

3.316638-0s

9 ,81
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3.31663E-05
3.316638-05

9.81

00E+06
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2s4.37.00
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355.77.00
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4.178-02

.00
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4.4.1,.2 T6-temper Cyclic Stness Strain Curve (ASSA)

The CSSC of sets M and N is shown in Figure (4.6). It was found thatit can be divided into

three regions (4 B, and C). It is clear from the CSSC of set M grain size of 90 pm that the

intermediate region exhibit a longer plateau at saturation stress of 300 MPa, with plastic

strain amplitude range of 6.948-03 to 2.788-02 with an average grain size 90 pm whereas

set N exhibit shorter a plateau at saturation stress 340 MPa, with plastic strain range of

1.188-02 to 2.78F-02, with an average grain size 150 pm. The average hardness measured

for set specimens M is 151 FfV whereas, for set N is 125 F{V.

4 "4.1.3 T'6-Temlpen Mícrostructune obsenvations

In order to understand the behavior of the CSSC, several specimens from different regions

especially from region B, were subjected to investigations using optical, scanning electron

microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy to analyze details features of

microstructures. Figures (4.7-a, b) show optical micrographs of longitudinal sections for

both sets. It has been found that each grain has a different orientatioq and those different

grains have different shades. Moreover, the shape of the grains was sharper in edges in set

M than those in set N as shown in Figures (4.7-a, b). From SEM images we can clearly see

that there are slip bands with angle about 45". These bands appear within the grains without

crossing the grain boundaries. However, in set M the PSB's developed well in the matrix

which are denser and thicker than those in set N. Furthermore, precipitates and vacancies as

shown in Figures (4.8-a, b, c, d). Figures (a 8-a) and (4.8-b) were obtained from specimens

set Mrs and Mg at plastic strain 1.118E-02 and 5.568-02 respectively. Figures (4.8-c) and

(4.8-d) were obtained from specimens set Nr, and N¡ at plastic strain 1.53F-02 and 2.01E-

02.
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4.4.2 EF'F'ECT OF'SECOFIÐ PH.&SE ON T,TW CYC{,E FAT'TGUE OF'

POLVCRY ST.ef, An-4. 5W T .o/oCA,&LLOV.

In order to obtain specimens to study the effect of second phase, two sets X and Y were

prepared with fifteen specimens in each set, with two different solid-solution treatments as

described in section 4.4. Set X has the same heat treatment as set M: solution treated at

500'C for 3 hours followed by ice water quench then aged at 190oC for 24 hours, whereas

set Y was annealed at 500"C for 3 hours followed by ice water quench then aged at 190oC

for 72 hours as shown in heat-treatment diagram in Figure (3.5). In this section the same

procedure is followed as in section (4.4.1). First start with specimen's calculations for both

sets then establish CSSCs for both sets and finally perform observations and analysis using

optical, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
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4.4.2,1 T'6-Specimrens Calculations

Calculations of specimens of both sets X and Y were determined with the same method as in

section (4.2) sample calculation. Tables (4.6) and (4.7) demonstrate specimens calculations

for set X and set Y respectively. Set X with an amplitude range from 0.09 to 0.25 mm and

frequency range from 0.0072 to 0.02 FIz. The plastic strain amplitude range fiom 2.788-04

to7.50B-02. Set Y the amplitude range from 0.08 to 0.26 mm and frequency range from

0.0069 to 0.0225 FIz. The plastic strain amplitude range from 4. t7E-03 to 9.44F-02. B,oth

sets have about the same input amplitude and frequency range. However, the average

number of cycles is higher in set X than in set Y. From Figure (4 9) the CSSC of sets X and

Y has been cyclically deformed under constant total strain amplitude control with plastic

strain rate of 1.00 E-04.
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Table 4.6: Summary of T6-Temper specimens calculations of set X.
H.T: 500 "C + 3 FIrs.+ iwq + 190 "C + 24Hrs.

G.S: 90 ¡lm.
FfV: 151 00
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Table 4.7: Summary of T6-Temper specimens calculations of set Y
H.T: 500 oC + 3 Hrs. :> iwq > 190'C + 7Tlfts.

G.S: 90 pm.
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4.4.2.2 T6-Ternpen Cyclic Stness Straím Cunve (ASSC)

After both sets of specimens are calculated, the CSSCs of set X and Y were obtained by

plotting the plastic strain amplitude (Aepr) as a function of the saturation stress (Ào.) in a

semiJog paper as shown in Figure (4.9). CSSC can be classified into three regions. Set X,

exhibits the same behavior as in set M and plateau ranges with plastic strain amplitude of

6.94F-03 to 4.03E-02 at constant saturation stress of 295 MPa. \ilhereas in set Y, after

plastic strain reached 6.94F-02 the saturation stress rapidly increased. The saturation stress

level of set X was higher than saturation stress of set Y and that is probably because the

average number of cycles was higher in set Y than that in set X with grain size 90 pm and

90 pm. The general observation for set Y is that there is a poorly defined quasi plateau.

4 "4.2.3 T6-Teneper Microstructure Ohsenvatiorns

In order to understand the behavior of CSSC, several specimens from different regions were

subjected to microscopy investigations. Figures (4.10-a, b) show cross section optical

micrograph of both can clearly see in specimen set X, different grains have different shades

and orientations than in set Y. Figures (4.11-a, b, c) show SEM-SEI images of longitudinal

section fatigued specimens of set Xr, Xz and )Q respectively at plastic strain amplitudes 6.94

E-03 and 1.188-02 and2.78B-02 respectively.

Specimen Xr exhibits more homogenous distributed PSB appearance than Yv and )Q,

respectively. Although there were precipitates, which appeared in specimens Xi, Y,t, andX+

Figures (4.T2-a, b, c, d, e, f) show SEM-SEI images of longitudinal fatigued specimens of

set Yz, Yg,Yz, Yr, Ys, and Yo. only Figures (4.12-c, d) of set specimens yz and y 1 show

localized FSB's at 6.948-02 and 8.33E-03 respectively whereas, þ, Ye, y5, and yo show no
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evidence of FSB's at given plastic strain amplitudes. Further observations from Figures

(4,13-a b) of both sets X and Y respectively using SEM-BEC images show that FSB's of set

Y as in Figures (4.13-b) are more localized than that in set X as shown in Figure @.13-a).

Furthermore, it shows that PSB's is interior not just on surface. Further analysis was

conducted by using TEM technique as shown in Figures (.la-a b) has been observed from

set specimen X1 that plateJike precipitates with one direction parallel to grain boundary and

migrates towards grain boundary as shown in Figure @la-$ bright field image at (10k)

magnifications. Set Y was also subjected to TEVI investigation as shown in Figure (4.14-b)

bright field image. It has been observed that high dislocation density (dark area) whereas,

low dislocation density (white area).
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Figure 4.11-a. SEM image of fatigued longitudinal section specimen þ at
plastic strain 218F-04 showing PSB's different grains with different
shades and orientations with an average grain size 90 pm at (700X)

Figure 4.1l-b: SEM image of fatigued longitudinal section specimen Xlat
plastic strain 6.948-03 showing PSB's with different orientation at (700X)
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Figure 4.11-c: SEM image of fatigued longitudinal section specimen X7 at
Plastic strain 1. 18E-02 showing the precipitates stopped the extending of
FSB within the grain at (1000X)
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Figure 4.12-a'. SEM image of fatigued longitudinal section specimenYT
showing PSB free at plastic strain 8.758-OZ at (700X).

Figure 4.12-b: SEM image of longitudinal section of fatigued specimen Y5
showing FSB free at plastic strain 7.438-02 at (1000X).
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Figure 4.12-e: SEM image of polycrystal Al-4.5wt.YoCu alloy of fatigued
longitudinal section specimen Y5 at plastic strain 4.17F-03 show un clear PSB due
to the effect of precipitations at (950X).

Figure 4.72-f. SEM image of polycrystal A1-4.5wt.YoCu alloy of fatigued
longitudinal sections specimen Ye at plastic strain 7 .43F-02 showing un clear PSB
due to effect of Precipitations at (950X)
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Figure 4.13-a: SEM-BEC image of fatigued longitudinal section specimen
aged for 24 Fks.shows PSB's along grains and precipitates along grain
boundary at (1200X).

Figure 4.13-b: SEM-BEC image of fatigued longitudinal section specimen
Aged for 72Hrs. shows localized FSB's and precipitates observed within and
along grain boundary at (3000X).
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Figure 4.14-a: Bright field TEM image of fatigued
specimen Xlat plastic strain 1.694E-03 at 180KeV
( 1 0,000X) 500nm plateJike precipitates parallel
with grain boundary

Figure 4.14-b. Bright field TEM image of AL-4.5
wt.%oCu alloy of fatigued specimen þ at plastic
strain showing high dislocations density (dark area)
and low dislocation density (white area)
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4.5 C@MPARISION CSSC OF'O.TEryTPER. WTTH T6-T'EMPER.

In this section the CSSCs of O-temper and T6-temper of polycrystal A1-4.5wt.o/oCu alloy

were compared. Figure (a.15) show the comparison between two curves. O-temper with

grain size 70 pm and T6-temper with grain size 90 pm. Clearly the curve of T6-temper

exhibits a plateau. in the intermediate region, whereas the O-temper does not exhibit a

plateau. From microstructure observations, there is no evidence of PSB's at any plastic

strain amplitudes in O-temper as in Figures (4.3-c, d) and Figures (4.4-c, d), whereas in T6-

temper PSB's are observed as in Figures (4.8-a, b).

4.6.AI{Á,LVSIS

4.6.X X-ray difi'nactiore

An X-ray analysis was carried out using Powder technique method. Test result showed that

copper is the major alloying element in Al matrix as shown in Figure (4.16)

4.6.2 EIIS analysis

Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) performed with a JEOL-JSM 5900LV-EDS system

equipped with an Oxford EDS system. Using secondary electron (SEÐ Spectrum was taken

from the grain boundary test result as shown in Figure 4.17.
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Chapfen 5

Ð[sc{JssEtN

5.0 NNTR,OÐ{ICT'TON

This chapter discuss the experimental results in detail and compare these results with other

results, which were obtained for alloys and pure metals in both single crystal and

polycrystal in terms of CSSC and the corresponding microstructures. Discussions would

focus on the current results obtained of the effect of grain size and the effect of presence of

second phase, and also the effect of tempering on low cycle fatigue of polycrystal AI-

4.Swt.YoCu alloy.

5.1 EF'FECT OF O-T'EryrPER tN l,CF On'POT,YCRVSTA{, Ar-4.swT'.o/"{a

,4.f,{,0Y.

Two sets of specimens (C and D) were used. Regions adjacent to the grain boundary are

frequently found to be free of precipitates and are called precipitation free zones (pFZ's).

As grain boundaries may lower the strain energy of precipitates, nucleation of the stable

noncoherent phases occurs mostly at the grain boundaries. In both sets C and D, this leads

to solute-depleted precipitate free zones (PFZ's) adjacent to the stable grain boundary as

shown in Figures (4.3-c, d) for air-cooled specimens Cr and Ca respectively and Figures

(4.4-c, d) for furnace-cooled specimens respectively Ds and DB. PFZ is weaker than the

matrix and can be a favorite site to initiate deformation. This leads to high stress
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concentrations at grain boundary triple points and to early cracks nucleation. From the

microstructures in these figures it is clear that precipitations occurs homogeneously in

matrix and heterogeneously at the grain boundaries.

Frecipitates of O-temper may nucleate first at the grain boundaries and rapidly increase in

size, therefore depleting the solute from the area adjacent to the boundaries when the alloy

is heated to 400"C and slowly air-cooled. On slow air-cooling, precipitates of O-temper

start to nucleate at the grain boundaries. If further slow cooling, precipitates at the grain

boundaries continue to grow at the expense of precipitates at the matrix; it can be concluded

that for very slow cooling rate, we may see thatPEZ's areas become wider at the expense

of the matrix as shown in Figure (4.4-c, d) for furnace-cooled specimens respectively D5

and Ds.

It is not clear yet whether it is heat treatment response or cyclic response or both. If

increase the number of cycles, it may initiate slip bands generally in regions where strain

has become localized and may occur at localized soft regions such as precipitate-free zones

(FFZ's).

In addition, another problem arises: the PFZ's have different free energy from the rest of

the matrix, and consequently corrosion current increases during etching and seriously

attacks the microstructure [a7]. This can be observed in Figures (4.4-a, b) for specimen D5.

It should be pointed out that the types of precipitates observed using SEM are needlelike

form as shown in Figure (4.4-c, d). In specimens, Ds and Da needle-like precipitates are

observed elongated into two different directions and an average angle between two

precipitates is 65o. Figure (a.5) for specimen Ds show precipitates (dark phase) in form of

small plates embedded in the matrix (bright phase).
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As a result, from the CSSC of O-temper polycrystalline 1.J- .swt.YoCu alloy does not

exhibit a plateau at aîy plastic strain amplitude and at any cooling rate as shown in Figure

(4.2) and consequently from microstructures observations there is no appearance of FSB's.

However, it exhibits PFZ's adjacent to grain boundaries which consider as weak site for

crack initiation.

5.2 EF'F'ECT OF' T6-TEMPER. ON r,OW CVCX,E F'.AT{G{IE OF P@LYCR,VST'.{L

AI-4.SWT.o/oCA,{f,E 0V

This section will be divided into two main parts. The first part discusses the effect of grain

size on low cycle fatigue of polycrystal Al-4.5wt.YoCu alloy. Two sets of specimens (M and

N) were used for this study. The second part discusses the effect of second phase on low

cycle fatigue of polcrystal Al-4.5wt .YoCu alloy. Similarly, two sets of specimens (X and Y)

were used for this study.

5.2.X EF'FECT OF GR,Á'IN SXZE @F[ f,tw CVCLE FÁ,T{GUE OF'POLVCRVSï'A.L

Af-4. SWT .o/oCW .A,Lf,tY

Two sets of specimens (M and N) were examined to determine the grain size effect on

cyclic deformation. Heat treatments of each set are given inTable3.z.

In polycrystal materials each grain has its own stress-strain characteristic. This holds both

for tensile loading and for cyclic loading. The stress-strain response of the whole

polycrystal is not a simple "average" over all the grains. The reason is obvious: the grains

do not deform independently. Sachs and also Eshelby 120, 217 consider that the grains

deform independently by single slip systems. Compatibility requirements lead to secondary
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slip in the vicinity of the grain boundaries. However, Leffers and Kroner 128,zg1considers

that small plastic strains can accomplish compatibility by single slip with some elastic

accommodation, whereas higher strains provoke increasing internal residual stresses, which

enforce multiple slip. This is valid in the case of cyclic deformation single slip system in

most grains with exception of those oriented favorably with respect to the stress axis for

multiple slip. The fact that compatibility conditions are fulfilled although the equilibrium

conditions may be violated gives an upper bound for the yield stress of the polycrystals f24,

25, 26, 27] Equilibrium requirements lead to an internal stress field with a characteristic

range for the grain size. The degree of the grain size dependence of the stress-strain

response is a good measure of the flow stress being higher for a smaller-grained material

than for a larger-grained material. This explained by the fact is that the plastic deformation

within an average cycle used for the current study is low and changes its sign from tension

to compression and vice versa producing homogeneous fine slip bands. This was also

observed in other studies on the strain localtzation in fatigue, which occurs above certain

stress and strain levels byLynchl4Tl.

It would thus seem that the deformation behavior of the polycrystalline aggregate in fatigue

especially in low-amplitude fatigue, is not affected by the grain boundaries. The grain size

effect should then be negligible.

Experimental data show that this is not the case. The fatigue characteristics (CSSC)

generally depend on the grain size. For example, Lianes and Laird [4] summanzed results

on CSSC for copper of different grain sizes. The saturation stress amplitude decreases with

decreasing grain size; the difference between the highest stress amplitude and lowest stress

amplitude is about 30 yo of their mean value. The same reversed grain size effect (i.e. lower
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saturation stress amplitude for the smaller-grained material) was observed for N-4.5wt Yo

Cu alloy by Horibe et al. [32]. By contrast, Boutin et al and Morrison [57, 19] found a

regular grain size effect for cr-brass and nickel i.e. higher saturation stress amplitude for

smaller-grained material copper. In polycrystal Al-4.5wt. o/o Cu alloy exhibits a localization

of the cyclic slip in persistent slip bands. The slip in cr-brass is more homogeneous,

although there is also slip localization in persistent slip bands [57]. However, also the

current study shows that slips are homogeneously distributed for set M and X both have

same teat treatment condition as shown in Figures (4.8-a, and b) M15 and Ms and Figures

(4.1I-a, b, and c) )Q, Xr and Xz.

Test conditions are another factor, which may affect the fatigue characteristics. This

includes stress or strain control, wave shape and frequency. It seems that these effects can

be explained in terms of the type of dislocation structures present [8, 11, 12, 13]. Here

again the degree of strain localization may play the determining role. The plateau-like

behavior was more pronounced when the test was performed under low strain rate, while

the CSSC of polycrystals tested at constant high frequency show less plateau behavior or

even no plateau behavior ll3, 14, 31, 54, 57, 60, 61, 62f.

The CSSC's are shown in Figure (a 6) for material with different grain sizes.

The absolute values of saturation stress at the strain amplitudes (Åepr) less than 6.94F-03

are not considered to be reliable, because it is very difficult to control such low plastic

strain amplitude and to determine the saturation state accurately. However, plastic strain

amplitudes ranges and this is relatively easy to control. Figure (4.6) from the current study

shows that there is a grain size dependent in this alloy, showing reverse grain size effect as

shown in Figure (4.6) CSSC of set specimens M with an average grain size of 90 pm have a
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lower saturation stress than CSSC of set N with an average grain size of 150 ¡rm. It has

been found that the absolute value of saturation stress of set M at the plastic strain

amplitude 1Âepr) from 6.948-03 to 4.03F-02 is close to 300 MPa, whereas the absolute

value of saturation stress of set N at the plastic strain amplitude (Âepr) from I 11E-02 to

2.04F-02 is close to 340 MFa. Moreover, the intermediate region is not only just indicated

at what point the saturation started, but also the length of plateau as shown in Figure (4.6).

CSSC of set M has a longer plateau range from (Âepr) 6.948-03 to (Àepr) 4.03F-Oz while

CSSC of set N has a shorter plateau range from (Âepr) I.TIF-}} to (Âeor) 2.048-OZ.Tlns

agrees with Winter [1], Finney and Laird l2l and Christ [3] for single crystal copper that the

smaller-grain material tends to gsve a lower saturation stress. The difference of saturation

stresses among the specimens increases with plastic strain amplitude, but it reaches a

maximum difference near (Åepr) 5.00F-02, and then becomes smaller agun at the higher

plastic strain amplitudes. This implies that the cyclic behavior of polycrystals is most

strongly affected by grain size at intermediate strain amplitudes within the present

experimental range, and. this tendency suggests the possibility of the existence of a plateau,

whereas the coarse-grained specimen which appears to have a plateau at amplitudes is

limited.

This conclusion is not just obtained by the current study on polycrystalline Al-4.5wt.yoCu

alloy. As shown in Figure (4.6) CSSC of set N with coarse-grained structure has a limited

plateau as compared to CSSC of set M with finer grained structure but also by 1I,2,31.

There are several factors, which may affect the grain growth of the current material such as

precipitations and specimen dimensions. Precipitations can restrict grain growth of the

current material. It can be considered that the boundaries has trapped by many precipitates
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as we know earlier grain boundaries is a favorite place for inclusions and precipitations and

are able to grow rapidly then drag grain boundaries movement as can be observed in

Figures (4.8-c, and d) Nr and Nr, (4.11-a, b, and c) X+, Xt and Y'7, and (4.12-c, d, e, and f)

Yq,Yt Ys and Ye

Specimen dimensions can be another factor affecting grain growth when the average grain

size reaches the thickness of the specimen. At that moment it limits the grain size growth.

This growth may be reduced to the limit where no further growth is possible. When the

grains have become so large their grain boundaries cross the crystal in the manner that

boundaries ofthis nature have no curvature [49].

N-4.5wt.%Cu, when fatigued at relatively large strain amplitudes, the first few cycle

produces slip, which is easily detected using SEM. Reverse slip in the following half cycle

often occurs on different planes, and subsequent cycles produce further slip, and as number

of cycles increases slip bands further develop. The most severe point to initiate a crack, and

subsequent crack growtl¡ generally occurs adjacent to grain boundaries or second phase.

Crack initiation in these circumstances can be considered to have occurred, in effect, after

the first few cycles since significant dislocations at adjacent of grain boundary produced on

the first cycle are likely to occur for each subsequent cycle. Such dislocation activity will

generally extend the crack. After the material has been fatigued, a considerable number of

cycles may elapse with either no detectable slip or only very fine slip being observed under

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Ther¡ often within relatively few cycles, coarse slip

bands are developed as shown in Figures (4.72-c, d) for specimens Y¿ and Y¡.
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5.2.2 EF'F'ECT OF SECONI} PHASE ON T,TW CYCN,E F',&TTGUE OF'

POï,VCRV STA{, A[-4. 5W T' .o/oCA ALÏ,OV

The CSSC of A1-4.5 wt.Yo Cu alloy with second phase is shown in Figure (a.9). The CSSC

of set X aged for 24 hours and the CSSC of set Y aged for 72 hours with the same grain

size of 90 pm are summarized in table 3.2. Set X has the same heat treatment as set M.

CSSC of set X exhibit a plateau region as in CSSC of set M with average grain size 90 ¡rm

ranges from (Âeor) 6.948-03 to (Âeor) 2.788-02 with an average saturation stress of 300

MPa. The CSSC of set Y with an average grain size 90 pm has an average saturation stress

value 290 MPa, as shown in Figure (4.9).

The effect of the second phase appears to be that the longer aged alloy has the lower

saturation stress and the shorter aged alloy has the higher saturation stress. Moreover, the

72 hours aged alloy has a lower hardness value, whereas the 24 hours aged has higher

hardness value as in Figure (3.6) the relation between aging time and hardness.

Set X one-day aged produced 0' whereas in set Y three-days aged produced 0 and sets (C

and D) AC and FC respectively also produced 0 were developed as shown in Figure (3.7).

The precipitation continues due to elastic coherency stress until the stress reaches the shear

strength of the matrix. At that point the coherency breaks and dislocations start to initiate.

In this time age 0' starts to grow at the expense of 0". As 0'grows, dislocations increase as

portion of the interface breaks and becomes noncoherent causing 0 phase to nucleate.

In Al-4.5wt.%oCu, deformation during fatigue is concentrated within grains and produces

resolution of precipitates, possibly by a dislocation enhanced diffi¡sion process þ71. In

steels, extrusion/intrusion is also associated with precipitate-free slip bands [48].
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Slip band at grain boundaries in A1-4.5wt.%oCu alloy corresponds to the formation of

subgrains within preexisting PFZs la7l. However, the current study did not show this. It

shows formation of slip bands within grains without preexisting of PFZs as shown in

Figures (4.17-a, b, and c) >q, X1 and þ Figures (4.T2-c, and d) y¿ and y3respectively. In

single-phase materials, extrusior/intrusion is probably associated with soft PSBs 143, 44,

45]. The present study shows also that extrusion/intrusion is associated with soft FSB.

Heterogeneous nucleation on slip planes is frequently induced by quenching stresses that

develop when the alloy is rapidly in quenched ice water from the solution-treating

temperature. Relief of these stresses through plastic deformation by slip leaves large

numbers of dislocation segments along slip planes.

Many mechanisms, based on the movement and interaction of individual dislocations in

particular sequences, have been proposed to account for intrusions and extrusions [45].

However, such mechanisms generally do not consider the microstructural changes, which

often produce softening in PSB's out plastically during the compression phase of the stress

cycle and are not sucked back in again during the tension phase [45].

The characteristics of intrusior/extrusion in single-phase materials are often very similar to

those in aluminum-copper alloys and the mechanisms are probably also similar. However,

it is not understood why PSB should be softer than adjacent regions. From the relation

between hardness and aging as shown in Figure (3.6), it can be assumed that the CSSC of

set X containing 0' semi coherent precipitate preferred orientation and CSSC of set y

containing 0 incoherent. Other factors, in addition to grain boundary movement, second

phase inclusions, and the free surface effects are known to affect the measur ed rate of grain

growth. Among these is a preferred orientation of the crystal structure.
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By a preferred orientation one signifies a nearly identical orientation in all the crystals of a

given sample of metal. When this situation occurs, it has been generally observed that grain

growth rates are reduced.

Specimens supersaturated c¿-solid solution contain inhomogeneous particles are distributed

and high thermal residual stress subsequent aging caused these meta stable precipitates to

transform to stable non coherent phase which are found to be more pronounced at gran

boundaries than inside the grain as shown in Figures (4.11-a, b, c) for specimens þ, X1 and

þ respectively and in Figures (4.r2-a, b, c, d, e, f) for specimens yz,yø,yq,yt, ys and yo

respectively. During the aging process it is believed that most of the residual internal stress

was relieved.

Slip bands in set Y as in Figures (4.12-a, b, e, Ð were not well established as compared to

those of set X specimens. This can simply be explained by the fact that non-coherent

particles may disturb the development of uniform slip band along the matrix of set y

specimens.

Slip bands were observed after a number of cyclic plastic deformations of the specimen

gtain. Previous studies had noticed the same with the presence of PFZ and formed at the

grain bound ary f43, 44, 457. The mechanism behind the phenomena is however unclear.

The development of coarse slip bands along certain grain as in Figure (4.12-d) for specimen

Y¡ shows that a wide PSB's within a large grain may occur when there is no much

difference in strength between FSB's and matrix, this was also obtained bv Finnev and

Laird[46].
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In summary, T6-temper polycrystalline Al-4.Swt.o/oCu alloy exhibit a plateau as shown in

Figure (a'6) and a poor quasi plateau as in Figure (4.9). PSB's observed without preexisting

PFZ's as shown in Figures (4.8-a, b) for specimens M15 and h¿Iq, and (4.11_a, b, c) for

specimens )Q, Xr andYv and in Figures (4.12-c, d) for specimens Y+ and Y3 respectively.
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Chapten 6

CONC[,{JSgONS

Low cycle fatigue of Polycrystalline Al-4.5wt. YoCu alloy has been studied in terms of

grain size effect and second phase effect, and also in terms of aging Al alloys. The

following conclusions are obtained:

ø All sets of polycrystalline Al-4.5wt. YoCu alloy exhibit cyclic hardening, followed by

cyclic stability regardless of heat treatment.

ø CSSC response of polycrystalline Al-4.swt. yocrr alloy with O-temper does not exhibit a

plateau at any plastic strain amplitude and at any cooling rate. This is due to an absence of

strain localization and hence deformation is homogeneous. However, in T6-temper plateau

region was observed in CSSC, which indicates the strain localization in this region.

ø PFZ's were observed in polycrystalline A1-4.5wt.YoCu alloy O-temper. This is due to

slow coolíngrate, which allowed the precipitates at grain boundaries to grow at the expense

of the precipitates adjacent to the grain boundaries. As a result,PFZ's occurred adjacent to

the grain boundaries. On the other hand, the coolingrate of T6-temper is faster which not

allowed the precipitates at the grain boundaries to grow at the expense on the precipitates

adjacent to the grain boundaries. Hence, no PFZ's were observed.
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ø In T6-temper, PSB's were observed more clear with grain size of 90 ¡rmthanwith grain

size of 150 ¡rm Since PSB's are most likely to establish along single slip system, this

observation is due to the high possibility of presence of single slip systems in small-grained

structure as compared to large-grained structure.

ø The lower distribution of PSB's in the larger-grained structure can be confirmed by the

short strain amplitude range in the plateau region of CSSC. However, the plateau region of

the smaller-grained structure was observed at longer range of strain amplitude, which was

confirmed by higher distribution rate of PSB's.

ø Low cycle fatigue of Polycrystalline At-4.5wt.%oCu alloy depends on grain size. The

smaller the grain size the lower the saturation stress, and the larger the grain size the higher

the saturation stress (i.e. reverse grain size effect).

ø The low cycle fatigue of polycrystalline Al-4. 5wt.%oCu alloy is dependent on the second

phase effect. T6-temper with three-day aging precipitates exhibited lower saturation stress

than one-d ay aging precipitates.

ø SEM analysis revealed observed needle-like precipitates in O-temper with two different

directions and angle between them is 65".
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S{IGGESTEþ F'UTUR.E WORK

The future work should include the crystallographic study of dislocations structure

evolutions as well as identification of precipitates present using transmission electron

microscopy.
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